The refractive indices of the cholesteric liquid crystal solution were measured using multiwavelength (visible range) refractometer for three different wavelengths. Measurements were made at different temperatures for various concentrations of the solution, mixing CLC in a soluble solvent. Vuks equation describes the wavelength and temperature dependence of refractive indices of anisotropic crystalline materials. We have used a simplified version of Vuks equation relating only to macroscopic indices and verified its validity for five-different-concentration solution at various temperatures. The result is also used to obtain molecular polarizabilities and temperature dependent material constants of our sample.
Introduction
The importance of liquid crystals lies in their thermal, electrical, and optical properties [1] [2] [3] . After understanding these properties one can hope to exploit the full range of possible device and materials applications. In many applications the knowledge of optical anisotropy [4, 5] and refractive indices of liquid crystals, and their temperature dependence is desirable [6] . Temperature-induced refractive index change is used in many liquid-crystal (LC) devices to modulate light [7] . Since LC shows optical anisotropy and is birefringent [8] in nature, its refractive index is quite different from that of an isotropic liquid. There are various methods used for the determination of refractive index of liquid crystals [9, 10] .
Vuks [11] proposed a semiempirical model which is analogous to the classical Clausius-Mossotti equation for correlating the microscopic molecular polarizabilities to the macroscopic refractive indices of some crystalline materials. The Vuks paper is cited and used by many researchers to study properties of liquid crystals [12, 13] . Vuks made a bold assumption that the internal field in a liquid crystal is the same in all directions and gave a semi-empirical equation correlating the refractive indices with the molecular polarizabilities for anisotropic materials [9] :
where n e and n o are the refractive indices for the extraordinary and ordinary ray, respectively, α e,o are the corresponding molecular polarizabilities, N is the number of molecules per unit volume, and n 2 is given by
Li and Wu [14] modified this equation and showed that the validity of Vuks equations can be easily examined by measuring the temperature and wavelength-dependent refractive indices of liquid crystals. The modified equation (detailed derivation in [14] ) given by them is
where average refractive index is The importance of modified Vuks equations (3) is that the sophisticated microscopic Vuks equation can now be validated by two simple macroscopic parameters: n 2 and n . These two parameters can easily be obtained by measuring the individual refractive indices (n e and n o ) of the liquid crystal. In this paper we tried to verify this equation by finding out refractive indices of Cholesteric LC solution of five different concentrations prepared by us with varying its temperature.
Experimental Method
The most commonly used method to measure refractive indices is using an Abbe refractometer [15] . We have used hollow prism multiwavelength refractometer to measure refractive indices [16, 17] of a Cholesteric LC solution (n e and n o ) and observed that these indices vary with both the temperature and the concentration. The solutions of five different molar concentrations were prepared using cholesteryl pelargonate and toluene as solvent. This refractometer is designed using a specially constructed hollow prism and optical spectrometer [18] . First the spectrometer is adjusted using optical leveling and Schuster's method. Angle of prism (A) is obtained. Then minimum deviation angles for three wavelengths: 404 nm, 546 nm, and 578 nm of mercury source were measured. Refractive indices were calculated using the following formula:
A polarizer was used to identify ordinary and extraordinary spectrum. While to check the validity of the method initially refractive indices of few known liquids were obtained. A temperature variation was obtained using an indigenously designed heating coil and a digital thermometer. The same procedure was repeated for different concentrations of the mixture. For each concentration reading was taken with varying the temperature. The prism minimum deviation technique is commonly used for extremely accurate measurements [19, 20] . Refractive index measurements correct up to four to five decimal places are common using this technique with good control of the sample temperature.
Observations
Cholesteryl pelargonate in five different proportions was dissolved in the solvent to obtain different concentration solutions by properly stirring the solution at room temperature then heating it up to the isotropic temperature. Homogeneous solutions were heated, and refractive indices were obtained for every 10 K rise in the temperature using the multiwavelength refractometer. Using FPSS technique [21] , we found that these solutions have nearly the same clearing temperature variations over the range of 1.5 K, hence temperature in Kelvin and not reduced temperature is used in the calculations. We studied the variation of refractive index (n e and n o ) with the temperature for various concentrations [22, 23] . The results obtained are compiled in Tables 1, 2 , 3, 4, and 5. The measurements were made for three different wavelengths in the visible range. The validity of the modified Vuks equation is checked for each sample. Secondly we obtained average refractive index for each colour at different temperature ( Table 6 ) using above data, and tried to correlate it with the equation given below according to which the average refractive index n decreases linearly as the temperature increases [24] . Figure 1 shows the variation of average refractive index for with temperature for three wavelengths. We also found the values of the constants A and B as per (6) . These values are tabulated in Table 7 for three wavelengths used by us:
We have also found the values of polarizabilities α e and α o for one molar solution using equations
Journal of Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics 5 where ρ is the LC density, M is the molecular weight (in our case it is 526.88), and N A is the Avogadro's number. The average value of α is obtained using the following equation:
The values of α e , α o and ∝ are tabulated in Table 8 .
Results and Discussion
We have applied modified Vuks equation number (3) on five different solutions of Cholesteric liquid crystals and measured the extraordinary and the ordinary refractive indices using the hollow prism method. The experiments conducted by us not only validate the modified Vuks equation but also validate our method of finding refractive indices of liquid crystal solutions. There is an average error of nearly 0.2%. In the second part we are successful in obtaining values of the constants A and B for the equation which shows the variation of average refractive index with temperature. We are also able to show that average refractive index decreases with the increasing temperature linearly as specified by (6) .
In the third part we have obtained values of average polarizability for three different wavelengths. The value of polarizability for Cholesteryl pelargonate predicted by chem.Spider data generated using the ACD/Labs, ACD/PhysChem Suite is 6.604 × 10 -23 cm 3 at room temperature. This again is very close to the values calculated by us at various temperatures with the average error of 0.22 percent.
We have developed the hollow prism method to find refractive indices of liquid crystals. This method is validated by the simplified version of Vuks equation. Using this we are able to calculate birefringence, average refractive index, and molecular polarizabilities at various temperatures and concentrations.
